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Le Bonsir heading for victory in the LISTED Carlyon Stakes

From the Stable
It certainly has been a couple of busy months
for United Syndication owners regarding action
at the track and indeed very successful with at
one stage 3 winners in a week guaranteeing
many smiles all round. Our most consistent
galloper ONPICALO started the ball rolling on
the 15th August when ridden perfectly by
Mick’s apprentice Michael Dee led all of the
way to record a terrific Metropolitan win at
Caulfield - his 7th overall and 6th in
Metropolitan Class and followed that up with a
terrific 3rd in LISTED company in the
Heatherlie Stakes some 7 days later.
ONPICALO has just been one of those
tough durable horses that you dream of owning
and has now won a Metropolitan race in each
of his last 6 preps with Mick. Currently having
a well-earned break ONPICALO’S record
stands at 29 starts for 7 wins, 2 seconds and 7
thirds for overall stakes of $308,775 and is far
from a spent force so look out again for him
when he resumes later in the year! Our old
champ LE BONSIR keeps on keeping on and
again is enjoying a great prep. He continues to
defy the odds and last month ran a terrific 3rd

in the GROUP 3 Auries Star and followed
that run up being a brilliant winner of the time
honoured LISTED Norman Carlyon Stakes at
Moonee Valley 15th August. LE BONSIR
has now won 2 LISTED races, run second in
4 other LISTED races, run 2nd in a GROUP
3, 3rd in a GROUP 3 and 3rd in a GROUP 1 a magnificent achievement. The ultimate goal
still eludes the old fella however all going
well he will get his chance in the GROUP 1
Moir Stakes at his favourite track Friday
week at Moonee Valley where we anticipate
he will improve yet again on the $564,290
earned to date! Can he win a GROUP 1 as an
8yo? We are certainly crossing our fingers
and toes!
Our Stratum mare VIBRANCE was one mare
that we anticipated would improve this prep
and that she indeed did. Coming off an
encouraging first up 3rd at Seymour 6th
August where she led everywhere bar the post
VIBRANCE went on fr om that r un to
score impressively at Pakenham at her next
run with Dale Smith in the saddle riding a
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Onpicalo returning to scale after a great win at Caulfield 15th August
perfect race on her however she failed at her next run and unfortunately has gone to the paddock
for a spell after pulling up stiff and sore from a taxing run. She is again expected to improve
heading into her next prep and it is hoped that she can graduate to city class over the summer
months. Her record currently stands at 9 starts for 1 win, 2 seconds and a third for $21,125 with
plenty of upside anticipated.
During the last few months we have seen plenty of action with our class of 2015 yearlings with
plenty of promise being shown. SMARTSON our Magic Millions 2yo has only just gone to the
paddock after showing some serious ability yet as is the case with a number of precocious Colts
what’s between their legs seems to rule and he will be having the ultimate gear change in order
to turn him into a racehorse. Has been in work just over 3 months which culminated in him
winning a barrier trial at Caulfield by 6 lengths and then lost the plot at Cranbourne Monday
when next produced. This guy has an amazing constitution which will take him to the races next
prep and in my opinion is an exciting horse to follow particularly when he gets over some
ground as he appeals as a horse that may not appreciate being hustled and bustled in his races but
allowed to find his feet and work home. He is a cracking style of horse and promises much for
his owners. BALLISTIC MISSILE - another Smart Missile has also had a look see at Caulfield
without too much drama and is ready to resume work in the next couple of weeks. He has really
blossomed physically at Cloverdale and would be at least expected to get to the trial stages this
coming prep. The one thing that does stand out with the Smart Missiles is their constitutions and
this guy is no exception and thrived at Caulfield when last in work. Look for him this time
around as from all reports he has strengthened nicely! EXFLYTATIONS - our Sydney Easter
2yo from this year is also currently in pre-training with John Ledger and whilst not a lot is
known about her as yet presents with John in outstanding order and has just slotted straight into
the system with a minimum of fuss. Just starting to drop her Winter coat now and full of beans
this filly is likely to have a look see at Caulfield soon and has received very nice early reports
from John!
Two other horses that are also making nice progress at Caulfield are NORTHERN CHARM (x
NORTHERN METEOR) and SLEEPY CAT (x RIP VAN WINKLE). Both unraced fillies
NORTHERN CHARM will be at the tr ials next week whilst SLEEPY CAT is just settling
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in after arriving from John Ledger just over a week ago. Both horses have settled in well and
doing everything right and we eagerly await their debuts as they both have had nice wraps on
them for a while now so we are all optimistic that they will acquit themselves well when
produced. Our staying HIGH CHAPARRAL mare CHAQUINTA is ready to go and we await
her reappearance at the track. This filly has had her fair share of issues however they are thought
to be behind her now and she has had a trouble free prep to date. The best of her will not be seen
until she gets up over 2000 metres plus however a mare who has another good constitution she
looks to have all the signs necessary to win for us over a trip and with HIGH CHAPARRALS
being a late maturing breed she should come into her own this time around. CHAQUINTA is a
well natured mare who will travel well in the run and will give a good kick over the appropriate
trip so although she will need a run or two to get to her right trip should be followed once she
gets there!
Other horses currently in pre-training include another of our stayers in ARTICULATE MAN
who is currently with David Feek at Mornington. Fell away at the trial stages last prep and has
been a very immature horse however looks great, has spelled well and hopefully he can get to
the races this time around along with our NOT A SINGLE DOUBT homebred in FUTURE IN
DOUBT who has been tr oubled with foot sor eness however is in the best shape of her
career and is expected to arrive at Caulfield very shortly!

Vibrance looking the goods at Pakenham - Winner 20th August!

Our NZ operation continues to thrive and we currently have 3 lovely horses in progress. Our
POUR MOI/FERAZZURE Colt has r eally blossomed and has just completed fur ther
education with Jim Cherry at Matamata and has received excellent reports. He is currently have
a Spring break and will be resuming work over there and is just a lovely horse. He will be
coming over to Australia most likely in the first quarter of 2016 and not far behind will be our
CAPE BLANCO/LITTLE TEE filly who is in wor k r ight now. Deliber ately held back
being bred along a stout staying line and is a half-sister to the GROUP performed staying filly in
POSTE RESTANTE this filly has really appreciated our quiet approach with her and is
developing into a lovely filly. Again she will not be pushed this time around however that being
said will only be 1 prep behind our POUR MOI Colt and will be over around April/May next
year!
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The 2015 NZ Touring party at Rich Hill Stud

NZ Tour 2016
A final note on our upcoming NZ Tour/Staying Syndication sees places filling very quickly for
this ever popular trip and with now with extremely limited seats available could I please urge
anyone that is considering coming over to please contact me at the very earliest opportunity.
This may be the last opportunity to actually see the Champion stallion of our generation in ZABEEL as he is in the last stages of a wonderful life and our trip to the famous Cambridge Stud
will give everyone that opportunity of saying hello to the Champion in person. As well as that
we have the Karaka Million Race day Cocktail party as well as all of the sales action and all of
the evening dinner fun. Last year was a terrific trip with many wonderful members attending so
do yourself a favour and come along and experience just a fabulous 7 days of fun with a great
group of people and experience the warm NZ hospitality at personally what is my favourite 5
days of sales Action on the Australasian Sales calendar!

Loveyamadly with her cracking Medaglia D’Oro Colt foal

Broodmares
LOVEYAMDLY - MEDAGLIA D’ORO - Colt foal on the ground. Currently in foal to SNITZEL.
ROCOCCO - Currently in foal to WRITTEN TYCOON.
ROYAL CHARADES—Served by SNITZEL 12th September.
READY MADE FAMILY—STATUE OF LIBERTY filly foal on the ground. Due to foal to
FIGHTING SUN 27th September.

